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T H E  S K Y  I S  F A L L I N G

Peace Babes. Happy Wednesday. How y’all be? Me? I’m ok. Last week was an intense week, energetically for me.
I have all kinda content I started on and have yet to finish because I felt so nervous and unsettled, constantly last
week. I did a Whoooole lota resting. What is all this about? Welp, let’s take a look in the sky and find out. Shall
we… 
 
Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn are 3 planets all visible to Las Vegas this week. I’m documenting their engagement to
begin on October 28, 2018. Mercury enters the sign of Sagittarius October 30-December 1, 2018. Sagg’s specialize
in their ability to expand and focus on the lighter side of life. However, they are fire and fire has spiritual roots in the
World of energy. However, fire can have quite an explosive response to life. 
 
Mercury also happens to be going retrograde. Which means it’s so close to the Earth, it appears to be going
backwards. This may be a high time for foot-in-mouth kinda exchanges. Mercury in retrograde causes previous
experiences to return to the surface.  The presence of fear, shame, and/or guilt may inspire many diarrhea of the
mouth kinda moments amongst us all. Jupiter trine Chiron is all about expansive thoughts rooted in self healing.
Which is the perfect cure for our Mercury transit. Venus, which is in retrograde in the sign of Scorpio is sextile
Saturn. Inspiring vibes of harmony, refreshing changes and authenticity. Now is a beautiful time to be bold and
honest about the things that truly mean something to us.  
 
That’s a LoT happening in the sky, huh? Yea, I know. I happen to be one of the uber sensitive human beings who
happens to feel all the planetary movements whenever they happen. Learning astronomy and astrology, bka natal
talk, teaches me to make peace with all of my sensitive reactions to life. Last week was hella heavy for me. Instead
of cursing anyone out, I maintained my che, walked away from the drama and focused on my breath. I am proud of
myself too! 
It has not been easy. My personal time with self has been cut short due to my racing mind and unsettled nerves. I
have had a sporadic schedule for mediation for quite a few months now. These last few days, I’ve made more of a
consorted effort to take time away from the World and give love to myself. Today, I not only meditated over 30
minutes, but I also took a spiritual bath in the wee hours of the Rising. I’m smoking Gorilla Glue this week, which
gives me the munchies damn near right away. Instead of seeking out garbage, like I usually do when my feelings
are hurt. I made myself an impromptu fruit bowl of grapes, strawberries and pineapples, doused in grade b maple
syrup, sprinkled in flax seeds. My body feels the love.



I am in the thick of a era rooted deeply in release. The toughest 2 relationships I have had to
drastically adjust is my relationship with my Mom and which is helping me see the silver lining of my
romantic relationships. Surviving the heartache of both inspires me to see, love and respect my
inner warriorsess-ness.  I still love both of my baby daddies beyond the comprehension of words.
Just as I do my Mom. The influence of my Mom’s love inspired me to explore who I am. My King’s
love literally led me to my own self love. Which is where I rediscovered the love for Baby Daddy #1
(BD#1). Rediscovering that love is guiding me down dimensions of forgiveness no one talks about.  
I purposefully lace our children with my own unconditional love, so I can be a reflection of them.
They are love. No matter how dramatic things get between their fathers and I, the intention was for
our babies to still experience the emergence of love I once felt with their father’s. So, I tell the
stories of their questions, calm down the drama and we breath. Mother and child style. We also
meditate, cry and journal until it all feels better. In turn, my babies continue to explore who they are,
with their hands in mine. Which is a dope reality to witness.  
The work I do with my children is how my babies and I experience unconditional love. Our
experience includes the influence of their Dad’s. even in times of absence. Especially then. Which
feels good. There is unconditional love for both of my children’s fathers as well. It’s just about them
feeling worthy to measure up to actually feeling the vibes. When I realize how successful I am at the
idea of implementing forgiving vibes into my life, I sprinkle that same formula on all situations that
hurt my heart. Remember, I was born with 6 planets Rx. So I'm bout as sensitive as sensitive can
be. Thankfully, I now know how powerful my sensitivities are.  I had to learn the science so I could
begin to truly honor myself, my responses and my experiences.  
These are the days where my Higher self is joining forces with my physical self. The union is much
more peaceful that I would have imagined. I am coming from having a very aggressive, protective
stance on life. Forcing me to be the warrior I never wanted to play. It feels nice to fall into the clouds
of emotions, influenced by planetary alignment. Sometimes, the clouds scare me and I run. Those
are the times the clouds submerge me with elements that exceed what we learn in science class.
Resulting in me having regular personal experiences that exceed the comprehension of spiritual
science. I still don’t trust people, but I don’t have to. I trust in the unseen. I have unshakable faith
that love will save the day, forever always. So far, so good.  
Now, I can make peace with all that was, allowing me to honor all that is and celebrate all that will
ever be. 
 Honing in on this energy guides me to make peace with love, overall. Now when I reflect on
experiences I had with each man, my heart smiles. It’s a big deal to be ready for love. For the 1st
time in my life, I am ready. Even when I think of issues that inspire me to be hella insecure, I remain
connected to my readiness. I have no idea what awaits me on the other side. However, I am no
longer scared. I am ready to grow from the illusions of competition, envy and jealousy. Influenced by
my own imagination. Making now a beautiful time to begin spiritual practices. To heal all this,
meditate. Here’s a dope meditation to help guide you along your way. 
Meditation: https://bit.ly/PL7Pc8 
Support our new YouTube channel by liking, sharing and subscribing to our new YouTube channel.
Are you enjoyin what we release? Leave a comment and share the love.  
Turpentine Detox: https://bit.ly/2Q95yHr 
IG: @_HelloMyNameIsAngela @TwerkNTone FB:Hello My Name Is Angela  
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